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WISCONSIN SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS COUNCIL ACCEPTING NOMINATIONS FOR 
2022 SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS AWARDS 
 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin – The Wisconsin Sustainable Business Council is now accepting 
nominations and applications for its Sustainable Business awards. The deadline for submissions 
is July 31,2022. 
 
Every day we are seeing a noticeable increase in awareness around global sustainability issues 
including climate and carbon, increased investor pressure on ESG disclosure, and diversity, 
equity, and inclusion. Join the thought leaders in advancing sustainability and being recognized 
for their efforts. Over the last several years awards have gained momentum. Join Sustainable 
Businesses Awards winners from organizations small to large, local to global including Johnson 
Controls, Kimberly Clark, Mercury Marine, Sustana Group, Nature’s Path, Evolution Marketing 
and Just Coffee Coop. 
 
Presented for the first time in 2014, the Sustainable Business Awards recognize businesses and 
individuals that are prioritizing sustainability and making strides towards impactful change in 
Wisconsin. Award winners demonstrate leadership, initiative, innovation and are making 
measurable impacts in sustainability. 
 
Award categories for include: Sustainable Product; Innovative Service; Executive Leader; and 
Sustainability Champion. Applications should include a description of the sustainable product, 
service, or leader, and, if possible, quantification of direct and indirect benefits.   
 
There is also a special leadership award that honors the founder and emeritus Executive 
Director. The Thomas L. Eggert Leadership Forward Award celebrates Tom's legacy and 
countless contributions to the Wisconsin Sustainable Business Community. This award 
recognizes individuals who have supported and contributed to growing and extending the 
network of sustainability resources available across Wisconsin.  
 
For more information on each award and to submit a nomination, visit: 
www.wisconsinsustainability.com/awards.  
To see 2021 award winners, visit: https://www.wisconsinsustainability.com/2021winners  
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ABOUT THE WISCONSIN SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS COUNCIL  
 
The Wisconsin Sustainable Business Council’s (WSBC) mission is to advance sustainable 
principles and practices forward through the power of business.  As a member-driven 
organization we support companies and sustainability professionals to educate, measure and 
improve their sustainability outcomes and collaborate for shared success. For 15 years we have 
been bringing together business leaders and sustainability professionals to collaborate on 
solving sustainability challenges and address environmental, social and governance actions in 
business. We meet all businesses where they are on their journey and assist them towards 
greater profitability and sustainability integration. The council, an affiliate of the WMEP 
Manufacturing Solutions. For more information, visit http://www.wisconsinsustainability.com/ 
 


